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THE MONTHLY SALTO KS
NEWSLETTER
Thank you for subscribing to the SALTO KS monthly newsletter! In this
January edition, we will make sure you’re updated on all SALTO KS news, product
updates, new integrations, and industry insights.

Before we begin, we'd like to wish you a Happy New Year! On behalf of the entire
team at SALTO KS in Amsterdam, may this year be lled with joy and good health
above all. We look forward to bringing you the best of our content in 2021!
Read on to nd out what stood out at SALTO KS over the past month.

EXPLORE OUR LATEST MOBILE APP RELEASE
Piece by piece, we are bringing the SALTO KS Web App functionalities to our iOS and
Android apps and in a new blog post, we walk you through our latest release (version
6.0.0) and how we aim to improve your experience with our solution.
Our new improvements range from Site Admins having greater exibility in access
management to improvements on the People page where you are able to keep a
clear overview of your Site. Explore the latest SALTO KS Mobile App release with
accompanying visuals to show you exactly what is new.
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Find the complete blog post here.

We value your opinion. Contact us if you have any concerns or suggestions regarding the above updates or
visit this page for FAQs; we are happy to help!

OUR THINK TANK PARTNER, SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
Exactly a year ago, we introduced you to our Think Tank Partner, SPX Agency; The
experience-driven real estate agency with a mission to create and develop brands
which connect to the hearts of their customers.
Now a year later, this mission has progressed into reality and SPX is evolving into
Spatial Experience. We sat down with the team to dive deeper into the experiencedriven hub shaping future living. Read our blog post to learn more about their
evolution, Think Tank Partnership with SALTO KS and upcoming plans for the future.
Their rebranding journey is one you won't want to miss. Find it here.
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“We work in the intersection of design, technology and research, and each of these aspects is very
important to our business as we cannot do what we do without these three pillars." - Bart Sasim, CEO and
Founder at Spatial Experience

Did you know...
That SALTO KS was featured in Allwork.Space's article 'Post-Covid, what tech
actually matters for workspaces?'. As we go into the new year, it is important to
reimagine ways in which we work and how we will resume our use of workspaces.
Technology is vital in this process and this insightful article dives into the role of
Touchless Access, Integrations, Hybrid working models and Internet Connectivity.
SALTO KS Managing Director Bart Klaver shared his insights along with other
industry thinkers on how access control solutions t into a post-pandemic world.
Don't miss the article here!
"With the abundance of IoT and AI solutions available, exible workspaces need to offer more than hand
sanitisers to attract workers." - Bart Klaver, Managing Director at SALTO KS

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO COLIVING INSIGHTS N°4
We couldn't be more excited to announce our feature in the newest publication by
Coliving Insights: 'Invest, Develop, Operate & Scale'.
This fourth edition includes more than 160 pages of insights from contributors,
deep-diving into four key development phases involved in creating successful
coliving communities that thrive: Investment, Development, Operations &
Scaling. Our very own experts Christian Schmitz and Kristin Pater have contributed
their insights to the 'Operate' phase in their article, 'When and how to scale your
space with the right integrations'.
To nd the complete article and more insights from leaders in Coliving, download
Coliving Insights N°4 here.
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"The ideal integration needs to take work off your plate instead of adding onto it, and enable your tenant to
feel at home from the second they walk through your door." - Christian Schmitz and Kristin Pater, SALTO KS

OPTIMISE STUDENT HOUSING IN 2021
Over the past year, student housing
facilities have had to reshape their
operations to meet the new conditions
set by the global pandemic climate.
Now, we take a look at how student
housing units can optimise their
spaces for the year ahead, to ensure as
much normalcy as possible. Student
housing is, after all, an integral part of
student life.
Read our list here!

WOULD YOU LIKE TO #BECOMEABRICK?
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We Bricks are a tightly-knit but growing team; made up of talented developers,
technology lovers, and innovative thinkers. Locking technology and its future is our
business. We work hard, play hard. We are honest, love a good joke, and don’t take
things too personally. New ideas and inquisitive minds are very welcome. And we
believe the best is yet to come!
Would you like to #becomeabrick? SALTO KS currently has six vacancies:
Community & Partnership Manager
IoT (Engineering & Development) Intern
Back-end (.NET/C#) Developer
PHP Developer
QA Engineer
Product Owner
Visit our LinkedIn page to see the job description, expectations, requirements, and
everything you might need to know.

Do you have a special topic in mind that you would like us to include in our next
newsletter?
Let us know!
Follow us on social media and read our blog for more updates!
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